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Abstract— In this paper we consider the problem of maintain-
ing surveillance of a moving target (the evader) by a nonholo-
nomic mobile observer (the pursuer). The observer’s goal is to
maintain visibility of the evader fr om a predefined,fixed distance,�
. The evader escapesif (a) it movesbehind an obstacleto occlude

the observer’s view, (b) it causesthe observer to collide with an
obstacle,or (c) it exploits the nonholonomic constraints on the
observer motion to increaseits distancefr om the observer beyond
the surveillance distance

�
.

We deal specifically with the situation in which the only
constraint on the evader’s velocity is a bound on speed(i.e., there
are no nonholonomic constraints on the evader’s motion), and
the observer is a nonholonomic,differ ential dri ve systemhaving
bounded speed.We develop the system model, fr om which we
derive a lower bound for the required observer speed.Finally,
we consider the effect of obstacleson the observer’s ability to
successfullytrack the evader.

I . INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we consider the surveillance problem of
maintaining visibility at a fixed distanceof an unconstrained
mobile evader (the target) by a nonholonomic mobile robot
equipped with sensors(the observer). This is an extension
to our previous work that has considered variations of this
problem, including the case for which there is delay but
no velocity bounds for the observer [18], and for which
there is no delay, but the observer velocity is bounded[19].
The distinguishing feature of our current work is the useof
nonholonomic constraints to modelthemotionof thepursuer.
Such constraintsqualitatively change the solutions to the
surveillance problemsthat we have previously considered.

As is well known in mobile robotics research, constraints
that are definedin termsof time derivatives of configuration
variables and that cannot be integrated to eliminate these
derivativesareknown asnonholonomic constraints [11], [13].
Motion planning for robots with nonholonomic constraintshas
beenan active researchareasincethe nineties(see,e.g., [2],
[12], [15], [16], [24]). Fromthepoint of view of pathplanning,
an importantconsequenceof nonholonomic constraintsis that
the existenceof a path in the configuration spacedoes not
necessarilyimply the existence of a feasible path for the
system[13].

In addition to the nonholonomic constraintson observer
motion, we assumethat both the pursuer and evader have
boundedspeed,and that eachhasaccessto the full stateof
the other. Under theseconditions, we addressthe problem of
maintaining visibility of thetargetin thepresenceof obstacles,
which produceboth motion andvisibility constraints.

A. Previous Work

Our problem is relatedto pursuit-evasion games. A great
deal of previous researchexists in the area of pursuit and
evasion, particularly in the areaof dynamics and control in
the free space(without obstacles)[1], [7], [10]. The pursuit-
evasionproblem is often framedasa problem in non cooper-
ative dynamic game theory [1].

A pursuit-evasion game can be defined in several ways.
One formulation consistsin finding an evasive target with
one or more mobile pursuers that sweepthe environment so
that the target does not eventually sneakinto an area that
hasalreadybeenexplored. Deterministic [6], [20], [23], [25]
and probabilistic algorithms [8], [26] have beenproposedto
solve this problem. Alternatively, thepursuersmight have asa
goal to actually“catch” theevaders,that is, move to a contact
configurationor closerthana given distance[10].

As mentionedabove, our problem is relatedto theproblems
of pursuit-evasion. However, the previous problems are not
the same as ours. In this paper, the problem consists of
determining a pursuermotion strategy to alwaysmaintainthe
visibility betweentheevaderandthe pursuer. We assumethat
initially the pursuer can establishvisibility with the evader.
Sucha task is sometimesreferred to as target tracking.

Previous researchhasstudiedthe motion planning problem
for maintaining visibility of a moving evader(target tracking).
Gametheoryis proposedin [14] asa framework to formulate
the tracking problem and an online algorithm is presented.
In [4], an algorithm is presentedthat operatesby maximizing
theprobability of futurevisibility of the target. This algorithm
is also studiedwith more formalism in [14]. This technique
was tested in a Nomad 200 mobile robot with relatively
good results.However, the probabilistic model assumedby



the planner wasoften too simplistic, andaccuratemodels are
difficult to obtainin practice.

Thework in [5] presentsanapproachthattakesinto account
thepositioning uncertainty of therobot observer. Gametheory
is also proposed as a framework to formulate the tracking
problem. One contribution of [5] is a technique that peri-
odically commands the observer to move into a region that
hasno localizationuncertainty (a landmark region) in orderto
re-localize andbettertrack the target afterward.

Theapproach presentedin [17] computesa motionstrategy
by maximizing the shortestdistanceto escape—the shortest
distancethe target needs to move in order to escapethe ob-
server’s visibility region. In this work the targetsareassumed
to move unpredictably, andthedistribution of obstaclesin the
workspace is assumedto be known in advance. This planner
hasbeenintegratedandtestedin a robot systemthat includes
perceptualandcontrol capabilities.Theapproachhasalsobeen
extendedto maintainvisibility of two targetsusingtwo mobile
observers.

In [9], a technique is proposed to track a target without
the needof a global map. Instead,a rangesensoris usedto
construct a local mapof the environment, anda combinatoric
algorithm is thenusedto computea differentialmotionfor the
observer at eachiteration.

Theproblemof planning anobserver’s motions to maintain
visibility of a moving target has received a good deal of
attentionin the motion planning community recently. Several
techniqueshave beenreported in the literature, anda variety
of strategies have been proposed to perform the tracking.
However, the decisionproblem - answeringthe question: can
the evader escape- has not been solved for the caseof a
nonholonomic pursuer. Answeringthis questionis oneof the
goalsof this paper.

I I . PROBLEM DEFINITION

The target and the observer are represented as points.The
target is visible to the observer whenever the line segment
connecting the two doesnot intersectan obstacle.We refer
to this line segment as the rod due to an analogy with the
motion planning problem studiedin [22]. Thus, violation of
thevisibility constraintcorresponds to collisionof therodwith
anobstaclein theenvironment. Thetargetcontrolstheposition
of the rod’s origin �����	��
 and the observer controlsthe rod’s
orientation � and must compensateto maintain a fixed rod
length  , where  is the predefined surveillance distance.

Obstaclesaremodeled aspolygonalbarriersandwe assume
that the observer is provided with a mapof the environment.

We assumeanantagonistic target. The target candefeatthe
observer by hiding behind an obstacle(breaking the rod with
a vertex), by making the observer collide with and obstacle
(a segment or a vertex), or by preventing the observer from
beingat the required fixed distance.

The target moves continuously; its global trajectory is
unknown but its maximal speedis known. We assumethat full
statefeedback is available,i.e., thetargetvelocity is measured
(or reported)without delayto theobserver, andsymmetrically,

that the target has accessto full state information for the
observer. Both observer and target are limited to move with
boundedspeed.

Thispaperfocusonthedecisionproblemwhichcorresponds
to answeringthequestion:cantheevaderescapetheobserver
surveillance?

I I I . SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows the geometricdescription of the system.
The variables �������	
����������	
��	�������	
��	�������	
 denote the target and
observer positions with respectto the global reference frame.
The variable �������	
 is the angleof the observer’s wheelswith
respectto the global � axis, and �����	
 represents the angle
betweenthe rod andthe global � axis.
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Fig. 1. The geometric modelof the pursuer-evader system

Since the pursueris a differential drive robot, we usethe
usualassignmentof control inputs�! #"%$#& ���	
(' $*) ���	
��+,"%$#& ���	
.- $*) ���	

in which $ & ���	
 and $ ) ���	
 are the angular speedsof the left
andright wheelsrespectively. When �  "0/ , the robot rotates
without translation,and when � + "1/ the robot translates
without rotation.

Thebounds on the observer’s speedderive from boundson
the rate at which the wheelscan spin, andare thus naturally
expressedas bounds on �  and � + . We denotethesebounds
by �32 " 465�78�3 #"9465�7 � $*& ���	
(' $*) ���	
��� 2+ " 465�78��+,"9465�7 � $*& ���	
.- $*) ���	
��
so that � 2 is themaximum linearspeedof thepursuerand � 2+
is the maximum rateof rotationof the pursuer.



Using this systemformulation, the systemdynamics are
given by:;;< =� � ���	
=� � ���	
=�������	
=�

>@??A " :;;< B@C�D �������	
D�EGF �������	
//
>@??A �3 ' :;;< // H/

>@??A ��+ ' :;;< /// H >@??A ��I
(1)

in which � I is a “free” degree of freedom. This systemis
redundant (or over actuated). This is the typical model of a
mobile manipulator (see[3]).

Whenthesurveillanceconstraints aresatisfied,therelation-
ship betweenpursuer andevaderpositionsis given byJ � � ���	
� � ���	
LK " J � � ���	
('M B@C�D �� � ���	
('N D�EOF �PK (2)

anddifferentiatingthis expressionwe obtain anexpressionfor
the target velocitiesthatmaintainthefixedrequired  distance
betweenthe target andthe observerJ =� � ���	
=� � ���	
QK " J B�C�D �R-S D�EOF �D�EGF �  B@C�D �TK J �  � I K (3)

If we definethe matrix U asU " J B�C�D �V-S D�EGF �D�EGF �  B@C�D �TK (4)

we find WYX�Z U "  B@C�D ���[-\��
 (5)

which implies that the observer can maintain the visibility
of the target only when ���]-%��
_^"a`+ . In other worlds, the
rod cannot have a relative angleto the observer wheelsequal
to ` + becausethis would require infinite observer speed(see
equation 5 andfigure 6).

A. Surveillance in the absenceof obstacles

We begin by considering thenecessaryminimum valuesfor� 2 and � 2+ required to maintainsurveillance in the absenceof
obstacles.Following the systemgiven by equation3, we see
thatthebound on ��+ doesnot play a directrole in maintaining
surveillance. With respectto the problem of pursuit, the only
relationship to be considered is betweenthe velocity of the
target andthe linear velocity of the observer.=� � + ' =� � + " � �  � I 
bUdc�U J �  � I K (6)" �  + 'Me �  � I  D�EGF ���[-\��
('f + � I + (7)

Note thatequation7 definesanellipsein the �  - � I plane(see
Figure 2). Suppose the target’s velocity is bounded to have
unit norm,

=� +� ' =� +�hg H . Then the constraint on �i and �!I is
that they shouldbe inside the ellipsej � �! � ��I 
 "k�! + 'fe �! ���I  D	EOF ���[-l��
('f + ��I + " H

We cannow determine theminimum valuefor � 2 necessary
to maintainsurveillance.Thisamounts to projecting theellipse
in equation 7 onto the �i axis. Let m denote the maximal
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Fig. 2. Velocity boundsin n@o - p�o plane and in the q�r - q�s plane
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Fig. 3. The lower boundon q�t r is given by u , the projection of the ellipse
onto the q�r axis.

projection of the ellipseonto the �v axis (seefigure 3). Then
it is necessarythat � 2 xw m to maintainsurveillance.

To determine m we first solve for the value of �vI that
correspondsto the maximal projection of the ellipse in the�3 direction y jy ��I "0/{z|� I " - �  D	EOF ���[-l��

We now substitutethis valueinto

j � �  � � I 
 " H , andsolve for�  " m as followsH " �3 + -le � +  D	EOF + ���[-l��
�' �3 + D�EOF + ���[-\��
" � +  � H - D�EGF + ���[-l��
	

which implies that m " H} B�C�D ���[-l��
 } g � 2 (8)

This is a local analysis, implying that whenthe inequality
given in (8) holds, thereis a control suchthattheobserver can
follow the target moving at unit velocity, whatever direction
it chooses.Note that, this condition is independentof the
surveillance distance . Also note that this property is local,
anddoesnot sayanything about the possibleevolution of the
target positionthat may tendto make ���~-S��
 converge to ` + .



As can be seenfrom the constraint given in (8), as the
difference �L-�� approacheszero, the necessaryvalue for� 2 approachesits minimum. As a consequence,we adopta
pursuer strategy that attemptsto minimize

} �~-S� } . This can
be accomplished by setting ��+�"%��I .

Using an analysisanalogous to that used to derive m as
a lower bound for � 2 , we derive � as a lower bound on� 2+ . In particular, as shown in figure 4, we project the ellipsej � �3 � ��I 
 " H onto the �3I axis (sincewe have set �3+x"���I ),
andafter manipulationssimilar to thoseabove we obtain� " H B�C�D ���[-l��
 g � 2+ (9)
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Fig. 4. The lower boundon q t� is given by � , the projection of the ellipse
onto the q�s axis.

Proposition I If the constraints given by (8) and (9) hold
at time � "V/ , then in the absenceof obstacles, the strategy� + "k� I will guaranteethat surveillanceis maintained for all� .
B. Dealing with obstacles

To maintainsurveillance, it is necessarythat the line seg-
mentconnecting thepursuer andevader (therod) not intersect
any obstaclein theenvironment(this would resultin occlusion
of the evader).

Our approach consistsin partitioning the workspaceinto
non-critical regions separatedby critical curves [18], [19],
[22]. Thesecurves areprojections onto the planeof configu-
ration spacesurfacesthat bound forbiddenrod configurations
[18]. Theserod configurations are forbidden either because
they generatea violation of the visibility constraint(corre-
sponding to a collision of the rod with an obstaclein the
environment [18]) or because they require the observer to
move with speedgreaterthan its maximum [19].

In orderto avoid a forbiddenrod configuration, thepursuer
must changethe rod configuration to prevent the target to
escape.We call this pursuer motiontherotationalmotion[19].
This type of motion will be finishedeitherwhenthe observer
brings the rod to a configurationthat avoids an escapable cell

[18], when the observer reachesand aspectgraph line [21]
associatedto a reflex vertex or, when the observer is able to
move the rod in contact with an obstacle[19].

If the observer has bounded speed then the rotational
motion must be startedearly enough for any forbidden rod
configuration.The pursuermust have enough time to change
the rod configuration before the evader brings the rod to a
forbiddenone.Therearecritical eventsthat tell thepursuerto
startchanging therod configurationbefore it is too late.These
critical eventsdepend on thegeometry of theenvironment,the
initial locationof theevader, the relative configurations of the
pursuer and evader, the final rod configuration that prevents
the evader to escape,and the maximal observer and evader
speeds.For moredetailssee[19].

To better clarify our description, we presentone simple
example. This example shows a convex corner (seefigure 5).
Solid lines indicatethe critical curves at  distancefrom the
obstaclesand dashedlines indicate the critical events as a
function of the distancefrom the first set of critical curves.
The dot labeled(T) indicatesthe target and the dot labeled
(O) theobserver. A rod of length  is indicatedwith a segment
finishedwith T andO labels.Thegraphin thefigure indicates
cell adjacency in the configurationspace(see[18]).

When the evader is approachingthe corner, the observer
mustrotatearound theevader to change therod configuration,
otherwise the evader canviolate the visibility constrain.This
canbeby making thebarcollide with a obstacleor by forcing
thepursuer to move with speedgreaterthanits maximum (see
[19]).

The observer can choose to go to anywherein region �~� .
The shorterrotation in this caseis moving just to the border
of �x� .
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Fig. 5. An environmentcontaining a single convex corner

IV. CONDITIONS FOR SOLVING THE ESTABLISHED

PROBLEM

Thefollowing analysisallow usto find theconditionsfor the
target to escape.It correspondsto solving the so calledgame



of kind [1], [10], where the goal is to determine qualitatively
which� playerwill win.
Proposition II There doesnot exist an observertrajectory
that doesnot require cooperation from the target and allows
the observerto change the rod configuration (relative to the
target) beyond a certain range.

If in theworkspacethere is an obstacle which requiresa rod
configuration change greaterthan what can be systematically
accomplisheda solutiondoesnot exist.

At thevery leastthe rod cannothave a relative angle to the
observer wheelsequalto ` + becausethis would require infinite
speed(seeequations 8 and9 andfigure 6).

Figure 6 geometrically shows why the observer would
require infinite speedif its wheelsareperpendicularto therod.
Thereasonis that theobserver’s velocity vector doesnot have
a component in �(�h�V��� direction. To maintainthe constant
distancefrom thetarget, it is required that theobserver rotates
infinitely fast.

Admissible configurations of the rod with respectto the
observer’s wheelsare disconnected(under bounded observer
speed).For the worst caseof finite observer speed,the ad-
missibleconfigurations are �b- ` + � ` + 
 and � ` + ��- ` + 
 . In general,
for somegiven maximal observer speed,this disconnection
divides the admissible rod configurations in two separate
intervals smallerthat � (seefigure 6).

By definition, both the observer and evader know each
othersstates(configurationandvelocity). Therefore, if therod
is in a non-admissibleconfiguration then the target can get
further from the observer thanthe fixed surveillance distance.

We assumethat theevader is antagonistic,andhenceit will
not cooperate with the target, either helping it to maintain
visibility or by inaction. If the target has the opportunity
to escape,then it will take the required action to do so.
For example, if the target is static, then the observer cannot
translate.It will require pointing the wheelsperpendicular to
the rod and move in a circle around the target. As soon as
theobserver startsmoving, the target canbreak the rod. If the
target is static, the observer canonly rotatein place.

In general, if in the workspacethereis an obstaclewhich
requires a rod configuration change greaterthanwhat canbe
systematicallyaccomplished by the observer without target
cooperation,then it is clear that a solutioncannot exist.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This papersolvedthegameof kind of maintaining visibility
at a fixed distanceof a moving holonomic target with a dif-
ferentialdrive robot (a nonholonomic system)in the presence
of obstacles.

Solving the gameof degree [1], [10] -which corresponds
to find the quantitative conditions to prevent the target from
escaping- requiresto determine thelastmoment (critical event)
-with respectto the obstacles-when the observer must start
changing the rod configurationbeforeis too late.

Thecritical eventsmustbedefinedaccording to theoptimal
(maximal and minimal) target and observer control polices

T

O Rod

Vt

Vo

= 0

Vo    Vt

Vo||Vt

If the rod is perpendicular to the observer’s wheels ,

velocity vector requieres infinite angular speed
any target velocity vector non−parallel to the obsever
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An observer with bounded speed can 

T

O

set of relative configurations
track the target only in a disconnected

respect to the target that requiere
Configurations of the observer with

Vo    Vt

Fig. 6. Target escaping if no cooperation

(which will correspondto target andobserver optimal trajec-
tories).Solvingthisgameof degreeis onepossibilityfor future
work.

Maintaining visibility at a constant distanceof a holonomic
evader with a nonholonomic robot in thepresenceof obstacles
hasresultedin an enormous constraint. In most of the cases,
the observer is not ableto accomplish the task.Even whenis
possible,it requiresvery accuratecontrol over theobserver. A
possibility is to relax the constraint andmaintainvisibility at
a variabledistance.In somesimplecases,thatwould resultin
an almoststaticobserver. In general, however, if the observer
lets the target to go too far (from the pursuer) then it may
require antremendousspeedto accomplish the task.This may
happenbecauseof theobstacles,which canforce theobserver
to changethe configuration of a very long rod.

Another option is to maintain the observer very close to
the target. However, in most cases,that will correspondto a



wasteof observer energy. Additionally, the rod is emulating
sensorrangecapabilitiesandmostsensorsbecomeblind when
a targetis closerthata givendistance.For this reason,keeping
the observer almost touching the target does not seem a
practicalsolution.

We also want to investigate this problem (maintaining
visibility at a variable distance). We believe that the key to
solvingtheproblemresidesin establishinganappropriatecost
function andan algorithm basedon critical eventswhich can
be usedto decidewhenandwhereto move the observer.
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